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ABSTRACT 
Doppio is a reconfigurable smartwatch with two touch sen-
sitive display faces. The orientation of the top relative to the 
base and how the top is attached to the base, creates a very 
large interaction space. We define and enumerate possible 
configurations, transitions, and manipulations in this space. 
Using a passive prototype, we conduct an exploratory study 
to probe how people might use this style of smartwatch in-
teraction. With an instrumented prototype, we conduct a 
controlled experiment to evaluate the transition times be-
tween configurations and subjective preferences. We use 
the combined results of these two studies to generate a set 
of characteristics and design considerations for applying 
this interaction space to smartwatch applications. These 
considerations are illustrated with a proof-of-concept hard-
ware prototype demonstrating how Doppio interactions can 
be used for notifications, private viewing, task switching, 
temporary information access, application launching, appli-
cation modes, input, and sharing the top. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Smartwatches may be a convenient way to access infor-
mation, but interaction is challenging due to the small form 
factor of the screen area. A small display size means only a 
limited amount of information can be shown. Proposed so-
lutions to this problem include switching to a smartphone or 

tablet for some usage scenarios [14], extending the display 
by projecting onto the forearm [24], or placing touch dis-
plays around the entire watch band [21]. Additionally, since 
most watches use direct touch on the display, the small dis-
play combined with fat fingers is problematic [31]. Using 
off-screen touch input [16, 20, 27] or physical knobs and 
buttons, solves occlusion but limits the input space, while 
using voice input is conspicuous and slow [11]. Researchers 
have responded with more expressive sensing to enable ges-
tural interaction around the watch [26, 30] or by manipulat-
ing the entire watch face, similar to a joystick [32].  

We significantly extend the idea of manipulating a watch as 
input by adding a second face that can be attached, oriented, 
and manipulated around a base watch face. This not only 
doubles the display area and can keep fingers off the dis-
play, but also creates a tangible input language with manip-
ulations like stacking, peeking, hinging, adjacency, dis-
tance, and indirect input (see examples in Figure 1). We call 
this concept “Doppio”, meaning double. It can be thought 
of as combining and tailoring aspects of Codex [17], Paddle 
[29], and Siftables [22] into a smartwatch form factor.  

The primary contributions of our work are: 1) the concept 
of a reconfigurable dual-face smartwatch that enables tan-
gible interaction and a larger display area; 2) the results of 
an exploratory study with a passive prototype probing how 
people might use this design space; 3) the results of a con-
trolled experiment with an instrumented prototype to evalu-
ate transition times between configurations and subjective 
preferences for different configurations and transitions; and 
4) a proof-of-concept hardware prototype demonstrating 
how this style of interaction can be used. 

RELATED WORK 
After surveying smartwatch interaction techniques, we de-
scribe inspirational dual-faced conventional watches and re-
late our work to tangible multi-display devices.  
Enhancing Smartwatch Input  
Since touch is arguably the most common input method for 
smartwatches, mitigating the fat-finger problem and in-
creasing the touch input space are well explored areas. For 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of Doppio interaction concept with tangible input examples: (a) top stacked on base for default use; (b) slide 
down to peek at information; (c) hinge to view a background app; (d) adjacent with hinge and pivot manipulation; (e) detached, 

distant top for sharing; (f) placing top in hand for indirect input. See also the accompanying video figure. 
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example, to accurately type on very small keyboard keys, 
Zoomboard [25] uses multiple taps to zoom in on a specific 
key, while Swipeboard [13] uses consecutive directional 
swipes to select a character. TouchSense [18] is an example 
of increasing the touch input space, in this case by exploit-
ing differences in finger contact area when touching at dif-
ferent angles. Other approaches move touch input off of the 
display to reduce finger occlusion, sometimes also increas-
ing the input space. For example, Ashbrook et al. [7] inves-
tigate touch on a round bezel, Blasko and Feiner [8] pro-
pose stroke gestures around the watch face guided by tactile 
patterns, Oakley et al. [23] explore capacitive touch sensing 
around the outside of the watch case, Watchit [27] enables a 
touch interaction language on the watch band, Laput at al. 
[20] demonstrate touch sensitive buttons on the skin near 
the watch, Blasko et al. [9] prototype watch interaction us-
ing a retractable string, Abracadabra [16] and Gesture 
Watch [19] detect finger movements in the air near the 
watch, and Gesturewrist [30] detects posture of the hand us-
ing an instrumented wrist band. Expanding touch input 
space is not our focus, but in principle, all these ideas could 
be combined with Doppio’s tangible interaction.  

Two examples more closely related to our focus are Pas-
quero et al.’s haptic wristwatch [26] that combines input by 
twisting the watch frame with finger gestures and touch, 
and Xiao et al.’s [32] method of twisting, tilting, and push-
ing the entire watch face when attached to the band on a 
joystick-like mount. These examples demonstrate interac-
tions that go beyond form and appearance of typical smart 
watch. Doppio also supports similar interactions and many 
more through its detachable top face design. 
Extending the Smartwatch Display 
Duet [16] expands the conventional approach of pairing a 
smartwatch with a smartphone into a cross-device and con-
textually-linked interaction language and WatchConnect 
[20] is a toolkit with a similar goal with wall-sized displays. 
More relevant are techniques that do not rely on any exter-
nal device or display. Xu et al. study minimal smartwatch 
displays [33] and Lenovo demonstrated a watch with a se-
cond display viewable by holding it to your eye [17], but a 
more typical approach is adding displays near the wrist. 
AugmentedForearm [24] proposes using the entire forearm 
as a watch-like display, which is demonstrated with a proto-
type constructed from four smartwatches. Facet [21] is a 
watch-like bracelet made of multiple touchscreens and Dis-
playSkin [10] has a similar goal using a single flexible dis-
play wrapped around the wrist. Although these approaches 
significantly expand the display size, they also move away 
from the standard look and feel of a watch. The Doppio 
concept builds multiple small displays worn near the wrist, 
but adds the dimension of reconfigurable displays. 
Novel wristwatch designs 
Conventional watches are both utilitarian and aesthetic ob-
jects [7, 33], so we were inspired by how conventional 
wristwatches position and manipulate two watch faces. The 
Titanium Two Face [6] has two adjacent watch faces to dis-

play two time zones. The Piaget Altiplano Double Jeu [3] 
has a hinged top face that opens to reveal a second dial on 
the watch base and the Porsche Design P’6520 Heritage 
Compass [4] uses a similar hinged top face that opens to re-
veal a compass underneath. The Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso 
[2] and Ritmo Mvndo Persepolis [5] place the two faces on 
either side of the watch case, such that it can be flipped to 
switch between two dials. Halda’s Space Discovery [1] 
comes with two faces, analog and digital, that can be 
swapped into a single housing on the band. The Doppio in-
teraction language has a similar adjacent configuration with 
two faces side-by-side, a hinge action to access a secondary 
face, and a top face that can be detached.  
Multi-display Tangible Devices 
Multiple connected displays can also expand the interaction 
space. The Codex [17] tablet has two hinged displays and 
uses hinge angle and orientation to changes between eleven 
modes including a detached mode by removing a display 
from the case for sharing. PaperFold [15] extends Codex to 
three hinged displays, but with permanently connected dis-
plays. Paddle [32] has mechanical connections to fold into 
seven different shapes forming a tangible interaction lan-
guage. The device requires two-hands, but introduces a 
“peeking” interaction expanded in our work. Siftables [22] 
demonstrate how multiple small displays can use orienta-
tion, proximity, and side-by-side adjacency for tangible in-
teraction. The displays are not physically connected and are 
designed to be used on a table.  

The Doppio concept combines and extends these ideas: 
hinging from Codex; peeking from Paddle; and orientation 
and adjacency from Siftables. However, Doppio is based 
around a smaller form factor and is specifically designed 
for a smartwatch context with tangible constraints such as 
an anchored display and one-handed manipulation. In spite 
of these constraints, a larger interaction space is created ex-
ploiting the reconfigurable nature of two displays that can 
be mechanically detached and joined in many ways.  

DEVICE DESIGN OPTIONS 
A number of different options influence the form factor and 
design of a Doppio device. As a convention, we refer to the 
two display faces in a Doppio smartwatch as the “top” and 
the “base.” The base is securely attached to the band like a 
standard smartwatch, but the top can be attached to the base 
face, or any of its sides. While attached, the top can be slid, 
rotated, tilted or detached completely. When attached to the 
face of the base (called a “stacked” configuration), the 
combined top and base resemble a standard smartwatch. 
The following general requirements inform design choices 
for the top and base, attachment mechanisms, and sensors.  
Top and Base Shapes 
The shape of the top and base faces influences interaction 
affordances and capabilities. If both faces are rectilinear 
(e.g. square) or have large facets (e.g. hexagonal), the top 
may be stably attached to the sides of the base and different 
attachment points are well-defined. If both faces are curvi-
linear (e.g. circle), attaching the top to the base is less stable 
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and less well-defined, but the top can be continuously rolled 
around the base. If the faces have an aspect ratio other than 
one (e.g. rectangular) there can be a landscape versus por-
trait distinction, and rotating the top while stacked on the 
base creates “off-axis” orientations that can be differentiat-
ed visually and by touch. We use rectangular faces in our 
prototypes and illustrations. 
Mechanism to Attach Top to Base  
Enabling high degree-of-freedom movements for the top 
when attached to the base, while also enabling the top to be 
detached, is challenging. We experimented with mechanical 
methods using LEGO and low-fidelity mockups and found 
ball joints mounted on a turntable a reasonable subset of de-
sired movements. However, mechanical joints are difficult 
to fit into a small device and the movement constrains are 
limiting. We use magnets placed at key locations. These 
enable a variety of physical attachment locations that can be 
“broken” to manipulate or detach the top. Magnets can be 
easily integrated and allow large movement flexibility. The 
magnetic force also has an exploitable quality as the top is 
pulled towards some locations and repelled from others. 
However, a magnetic connection is less strong and the top 
could fall. A hybrid approach is tethering the top to the base 
using an elastic or retractable string. This would enable 
string-based interaction [9, 28], but would also be technical-
ly challenging to integrate in such a small form factor.  
Sensors 
Both faces have a digital display and touch screen, but other 
sensors are needed to detect orientation, attachment loca-
tion, and position of the top relative to the base. Magnetic 
sensors can track position [12] and attachment location, but 
precision is reduced due to attachment magnets. IMUs and 
magnetometers can track relative orientation of the top for 
rotating, hinging and pivoting. Proximity, light, force, or 
capacitive sensors can detect when and how the top is at-
tached to the base. We use capacitive and IMU sensing. 

INPUT SPACE 
There are numerous ways to attach the top to the base and 
different ways for the top to be in a detached state. This 
creates a set of 124 configurations with many possible tran-
sitions between them. Additional manipulations can vary a 
configuration or transition, e.g. rotating, tilting, sliding, or 
moving the top relative to the base and touching the display 
of the base or top. In this section, we define and enumerate 
possibilities and define a concise terminology and syntax 
used throughout the remainder of the paper. We have not 
yet evaluated cognitive demands or semantics associated 
with this interaction vocabulary. Our aim is to show the 
range of possible interactions. In later sections, we observe 
how this input space could be used, evaluate times and 
preference for key transitions, and demonstrate how this in-
put space can be applied to real applications.  
Configurations 
The configuration is determined by how the top is attached 
(or not attached) to the base and the orientation and position 
of the top relative to the base. The number of variations for 

each configuration type is noted in parenthesis and Figure 2 
illustrates example configurations.  

Closed (4) — The top is face down, attached to the face of 
the base such that no display is visible. The top can be ro-
tated around the normal vector of the base, with the top ori-
entation expressed as a compass direction relative to the 
base (N, S, E, W). As a convention, the relative orientation 
of the top is given in square brackets after the configuration 
name, e.g. “Closed[N]”, “Closed[E]”, etc. (Figure 2a). 

Stacked (4) — The top is face up, attached to the top of the 
base such that only the top display is visible. The relative 
orientation of the top is the same as Closed, e.g. 
“Stacked[N]”, “Stacked[E]”, etc. (Figure 2b). 

Stacked-Hinge (16) and Closed-Hinge (16) — One side of 
the top is attached to the base, resembling a hinged door or 
partially opened book, revealing the base face beneath. The 
relative orientation of the top is the same as Closed. The 
side of the base where the top is attached is given as com-
pass direction (relative to base) after the configuration 
name, e.g. “Stacked-Hinge-N[N]”, etc. (Figure 2c). 

Stacked-Peek (32) and Closed-Peek (32) — The top is at-
tached to the base face, but partially slid in a direction so 
that a portion of the base face is revealed. The relative ori-
entation of the top is the same as Closed, given as the pre-
peek orientation. The direction that top has slid is given as 
compass direction (relative to base) after the configuration 
name, e.g. “Stacked-Peek-S[N]”. Off axis peeks with ~45° 

 
Figure 2. Example Configurations. 
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rotation are possible for peeking at a corner of the base, e.g. 
“Stacked-Peek-SW[N]”. (Figure 2d). 

Adjacent (16) — The top and base are side-by-side, planar 
or near planar. The side of the base to where the top is at-
tached is given as a compass direction (relative to base) af-
ter configuration name, e.g. “Adjacent-E[N]”. The orienta-
tion of the top is the same as Closed (Figure 2e). 

Detached (4) — When the top and base are detached, the 
top can be near the base (“Detached-Near”) or far from the 
base (“Detached-Far”). The exact threshold for near and far 
is determined by hardware constraints, but the guideline is 
that the top is near when the user is holding the top. Two 
special detached cases are when the top is held in the watch 
hand, “Detached-InHand”, or when mounted on the watch 
band, “Detached-Band (Figure 2f). 
Transitions 
Different physical actions are employed when transitioning 
between configurations, such as sliding the top on the base, 
sliding the top off of the base, attaching and detaching the 
top from the base, and rotating the top on the base of the 
face, its side, or edges (see Figure 3 for examples).  

Transitions often pass through intermediate configurations. 
Consider transitioning from Stacked[N] to Adjacent-E[E]: 
one path is to slide from Stacked[N] to Adjacent-E[N] then 
a momentary detach, rotate, and attach the top to arrive at 
Adjacent-E[E]; another path is a rotation from Stacked[N] 
to Stacked[E], then a slide to Adjacent-E[E]. Intermediate 
configurations can be filtered with a threshold, but the tran-
sition path can also form part of the interaction language. 
Manipulations 
The top can also be manipulated within the current configu-
ration (see Figure 4 for examples). 

Rotation — In Adjacent configurations, the top can pivot 
around the normal vector of the attached side or hinge 
around the attached side. The top can also pivot slightly 
around the normal vector of the face without leaving a spe-
cific Stacked or Closed configuration. The concise notation 
to specify these manipulations adds the axis (hinge or pivot) 
and angle between the square brackets (e.g. “Adjacent-E[N, 
pivot 15°]”, “Adjacent-E[N, hinge -45°]”, or “Stacked-N[N, 
pivot -15°]”). Note that rotating beyond a threshold will 
transition to another configuration, for example pivoting 
more than 45° in Stacked[N] transitions to Stacked[E]. 

Translation — In Detached-Near, the position of the top 
relative to the base could be tracked. This could act as input 
for the base, or navigate information in the top.  

Touch — Manipulations can also overload the meaning of a 
transition. For example, transitioning from Stacked-Peek-
S[N] to Stacked[N] could be done while simultaneously 
touching the top face to change system behavior. 

EXPLORATORY STUDY 
To understand how people might use this input space, we 
conducted an exploratory study with six participants famil-

iar with interaction design and wearable technologies. Our 
goal was to discover usage themes rather than thoroughly 
explore specific interactions. To help ground the discussion 
and provide the participants with a way to demonstrate their 
ideas, we supplied a simple cardboard prototype (Figure 5). 
The prototype used magnets to connect the top and base to-
gether such that the top was free to be moved and detached.  
Protocol 
Participants were shown how to form different configura-
tions and then encouraged to discuss situations in which 
they might use such a dual-face watch. To prompt thoughts 
and ideas, we provided pictures of common mobile applica-
tions (e.g. clock, calendar, weather). The study was video 
recorded so actions and behaviors could be examined. 
Comments were transcribed for thematic grouping. 
Results 
Overall, participants were positive about the form factor. 
Several commented on the usefulness of multiple displays, 
for example “… with a regular smartwatch, I don’t feel like 
reading emails on it, but a dual-screen watch adds more 
space and makes me feel that reading emails becomes pos-
sible” [P3], and “I like the form factor of the dual-screen 

 
Figure 3. Example Transitions.  

 
Figure 4. Example Manipulations. 

 
Figure 5. Paper prototype: (a) top attached to the side; (b) top 

hinged open; (c) top detached from the base. 
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watch and the fact that I can reconfigure the position of the 
top screen” [P5]. Eight usage themes emerged: 

E1 Attaching the top to one side of the base can form a sin-
gle unified display and interaction space, or each display 
can function separately for different tasks.  

E2 Some types of tangible input, like sliding the top a short 
distance, lets you provide input without covering the 
display with a finger.  

E3 The physical nature of tangible input seems like it 
would enable muscle memory for eyes-free interaction. 

E4 Attaching the top to the left or right side is more suitable 
for touch input since the top can rest on the arm. 

E5 When attached to the left or right side of the base, the 
maneuverability of the top can be impeded by the arm.  

E6 Once detached, the top could be handed to another per-
son for sharing content like photos. However, a shared 
top should restrict access to personal information. 

E7 While attached to the base, the top can be hinged up and 
the face oriented away like a small public display, leav-
ing the base as a private display.  

E8 When the top is hinged up and attached to the top of the 
base, it acts like a privacy shield. 

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT 
From our exploratory study, we observed ergonomics and 
movement difficulty influenced input space usability. The 
goal of our controlled study is to measure how these issues 
affect transitions between key configurations by measuring 
time and subjective preference. The results inform interac-
tion design considerations discussed later. 
Participants 
We recruited 12 participants (3 female), ages 18 to 45. All 
were right handed, and 2 currently owned a smartwatch. 
Apparatus 
An instrumented Doppio prototype was used to log transi-
tion times between configurations (Figure 6). The top and 
base are each 42 × 36 × 7 mm (similar size as the Apple 
Watch). Capacitive sensing is used to detect configurations. 
Four steel electrodes are attached to the base such that each 
electrode covers the side with a small portion wrapped 
around to the face (Figure 6b). Portions of the top are made 
conductive by completely wrapping the sides and face with 
copper tape, but leaving only eight smaller conductive areas 
on the back. The four base electrodes are wired to an Ar-
duino to measure capacitive strength. Neodymium magnets 
are embedded into the top to increase connection reliability 
and provide a feeling of physical connection. A thumbpiece 
(Figure 6c) with a single electrode is used to accurately de-
tect when the top was held in the hand.  

The pattern of conductive areas on the base and top enable 
robust detection of groups of configurations, but not specif-
ic configurations. It can detect when the top is in a Stacked 
or Closed configuration, but not which one or the orienta-
tion of the top. Likewise, it can detect a Stacked-Peek con-
figuration, but not the peek direction. It can also distinguish 

between Adjacent-N, Adjacent-E, Adjacent-S, and Adjacent-
W, but not which side of the top is attached to the base. 
However, detecting when a configuration in a group is en-
tered and exited provides the necessary data.  

A C# application prompted participants to perform transi-
tions according to the experiment design. By prompting 
participants to transition from a certain start configuration 
to a certain end configuration, we could record specific 
transition times. During the experiment, we monitored their 
compliance and provided a redo function (accessible to both 
experimenter and participant) when a wrong configuration 
was accidently transitioned to. The C# application logged 
events from the Arduino synchronized to the prompted 
transition. In many cases, the transition time is simply the 
duration between two detected configurations, but there are 
cases where we ignore an assumed intermediate configura-
tion. For example, when rotating the top to transition from 
Stacked[N] to Stacked[S], we ignore the intermediate con 
figuration since it must be Stacked[W] or Stacked[E].  
Task 
Participants were required to transition from a specific start-
ing configuration to a specific ending configuration. The 
start and end configurations were shown as graphical illus-
trations (like Figures 1-4). Illustrations and instructions 
were shown together on a notebook computer placed such 
that participants could see the watch and visual instructions 
simultaneously. All tasks were performed while standing. 

The participant positioned the top in the starting configura-
tion before a trial started, and transitioned to the end con-
figuration as quickly and accurately as possible. When a tri-
al was completed, a sound was played and the visuals and 
instructions were updated to reflect the next trial. Task 
completion time is the time from when the start configura-
tion was exited until the ending configuration was entered. 

An error occurred when the device did not detect the correct 
ending configuration, if the experimenter observed a wrong 
configuration or a detection failure, or if the participant 
self-reported a mistake or a technical problem. In all cases, 
an error tone was played and the trial was repeated.  
Design and Protocol 
From the input space, we evaluated 37 TRANSITIONS span-
ning 7 transition FAMILIES (listed in Figure 7). Many tested 
transitions are equivalent to non-tested ones by symmetry 
(e.g. the tested transition from Stacked[N] to Stacked[S] is 
equivalent to Stacked[S] to Stacked[N]). Detached-Far, 
Stacked-Hinges, and manipulations were not included due 

 
Figure 6. Prototype for timing transitions: (b) base electrode 

placement and top conductive pattern; (c) thumb piece. 
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to ambiguity in the ending configuration position. We in-
cluded Stacked-Hinge in a preference questionnaire. 

The experiment design used 1 full practice block and 2 
measurement blocks. Each block presented all TRANSITIONS 
grouped by FAMILY, with FAMILY ordered by increasing 
complexity of movement: Stacked Rotations, Closed, De-
taching, Straight Peeks, Corner Peeks, Stacked to Adjacent, 
Adjacent Rotations. This aided learning compared to a 
counter-balanced design, and order effects are minimized 
because all families are presented in each block. Within 
each FAMILY, 3 repetitions of related transitions were pre-
sented in randomized order (e.g. the 3 related transitions in 
Stacked Rotations from Stacked[N] to Stacked[E], 
Stacked[S], and Stacked[W], see arrows in Figure 7). Par-
ticipants took breaks as needed. In summary: 2 blocks × 37 
TRANSITIONS (grouped by 7 FAMILIES) × 3 repetitions. 

After the timed portion of the study, participants completed 
a questionnaire asking for subjective preference for all tran-
sitions in the timed portion with the addition of 4 Stacked-
Hinge transitions. Ratings were from 1 to 7 using a contin-
uous numeric scale (1 least preferred, 7 most preferred with  
decimal ratings like 3.5 permitted). Including questionnaire, 
the experiment averaged 40 minutes.  
Data Processing and Statistical Analysis 
Outlying trials with times more than three standard devia-
tions from the mean were removed (34 trials, 1.3%). Re-
peated-measures ANOVA and pairwise t-tests with Holm 
correction were used for all measures. Trials are aggregated 
by participant and the factors under analysis. To correct for 
non-normally distributed time data, all statistical tests are 
performed on log transformed times.  
Results  
Time by Transition Family 
There is a significant effect for FAMILY on time (F6,66 = 
15.21, p < .001, η2 = .33). Post hoc tests show: Adjacent Ro-
tations (860 ms, SEM 14) are slower than all other families 
except Detaching (795 ms, SEM 29) and Closing (584 ms, 
SEM 37) (all p < .05); Detaching is slower than Stacked Ro-
tations (572 ms, SEM 21), Stacked to Adjacent (541 ms, SEM 
11), Corner Peeks (499 ms, SEM 17), and Straight Peeks 
(383 ms, SEM 8) (all p < .01); and Straight Peeks are faster 
than Stacked Rotations and Stacked to Adjacent. Adjacent 
Rotations and Detaching incur more movement overhead, 
but all family transition times are reasonable suggesting this 
style of tangible interaction is feasible. 
Time by Transition 
Figure 7 illustrates times for all tested transitions. We ana-
lyze each FAMILY with more than 1 transition separately. 
For Straight Peek and Corner Peek families, there are no 
significant effects of TRANSITION on time. Peeking is al-
ready among the fastest families, and this indicates there is 
little difference in time for different peek directions. 

For the Stacked Rotation family, there is a significant effect 
of TRANSITION on time (F2,22 = 23.748, p < .001, η2 = .19). 
Post hoc tests show Stacked[N] to Stacked[S] (755 ms, SEM 

46) was slower than other transitions (mean 482 ms). Turn-
ing 180° is almost twice as slow as 90°: our observations 
suggest this is due to the majority of participants using a 
two-part turning strategy for Stacked[N] to Stacked[S] 
where the top is turned by 90 in two operations. Some par-
ticipants discovered a faster strategy by grasping the top 
from the North side and turning it 180° in one operation. 

For the Stacked to Adjacent family, there is a significant ef-
fect of TRANSITION on time (F7,77 = 7.1413, p < .001, η2 = 
.20). Post hoc tests show Stacked[N] to Adjacent-N[N] and 
Stacked[N] to Adjacent-S[N] are both slower than 
Stacked[N] to Adjacent-E[N], Stacked[N] to Adjacent-

 
Figure 7. Time and Preference by Transition. Preference axes 

flipped to show correspondence with Time. Stacked Hinge 
times not tested. Error bars are 95% confidence interval. 
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W[N], Stacked[W] to Adjacent-W[W], and Stacked[W] to 
Adjacent-E[W]. The general pattern is that attaching the top 
to the East or West sides is faster than North or South. We 
believe the advantage may be attributed to the way partici-
pants rest their hand holding the top on the other arm to 
make alignment of the top with the side of base easier. 

For the Adjacent Rotations family, there is a significant ef-
fect of TRANSITION on time (F11,121 = 8.911, p < .001, η2 = 
.15). Post hoc tests show: Adjacent-E[N] to Adjacent-E[S] 
is slower than Adjacent-E[N] to Adjacent-E[E]; Adjacent-
N[N] to Adjacent-N[S] is slower than Adjacent-N[N] to Ad-
jacent-N[E]; Adjacent-S[N] to Adjacent-S[S] is slower than 
Adjacent-N[N] to Adjacent-N[W]; Adjacent-W[N] to Adja-
cent-W[S] is slower than Adjacent-E[N] to Adjacent-E[E] 
and Adjacent-N[N] to Adjacent-N[E]. Similar to the results 
for Stacked Rotations, 180° rotations incur overhead. In ad-
dition, there were some differences in 90° rotations: Adja-
cent-W[N] to Adjacent-W[W] is slower than Adjacent-E[N] 
to Adjacent-E[E], Adjacent-N[N] to Adjacent-N[E], and 
Adjacent-N[N] to Adjacent-N[W]. This provides some sta-
tistical evidence supporting the general trend visible in Fig-
ure 7: Adjacent-W rotations are more costly.  
Subjective Preference 
Figure 7 illustrates mean preferences for all tested transi-
tions. We analyze each FAMILY with more 1 transition sepa-
rately. For the most part, the pattern of preference corre-
sponds to the pattern of times, and the significant differ-
ences follow a similar trend. For Straight and Corner 
Peeks, and Stacked to Adjacent there are no significant 
TRANSITION on preference effect. For the Stacked Rotation 
family, there is a significant effect of TRANSITION on pref-
erence (F2,22 = 17.406, p < .0001). Post hoc tests show 
Stacked[N] to Stacked[S] is less preferred (all p < .01), the 
same pattern as time. For the Adjacent Rotations family, 
there is a significant effect of TRANSITION on preference 
(F11,121 = 6.721, p < .0001). Post hoc tests found 15 pairwise 
differences, all involving Adjacent-W[N] to Adjacent-W[E], 
Adjacent-W[N] to Adjacent-W[S], and Adjacent-W[N] to 
Adjacent-W[W]. In each case these 3 transitions were less 
preferred than the others (all p < .05). This supports and ex-
tends the partial trend in significant differences of time. 

The Stacked Hinge family was not included in the timing 
portion, but transitions in the family have a significant ef-
fect of TRANSITION on preference (F3,33 = 15.793, p < 
.0001). Post hoc tests revealed a strong preference order: 
Stacked-Hinge-W[N] is least preferred, then Stacked-Hinge-
S[N], and then Stacked-Hinge-E[N] and Stacked-Hinge-
N[N] which are both most preferred.  
Discussion 
The combined time and preference results from the con-
trolled study indicate that the majority of transitions are 
reasonable or cumbersome. Peeks are fastest (less than 
400ms on average) and all variations received similar pref-
erence. Adjacent Rotation is the slowest family, but within 
an acceptable 860ms on average and the majority of its var-
iations are rated neutral or marginally positive. Our results 

do identify transitions that should be used sparingly or 
avoided: all Adjacent Rotations on the west side and per-
haps Stacked[N] to Stacked-Hinge-W[N] based on prefer-
ence. Transitions requiring 180° top rotations were some-
what slower in all families and less preferred in many cases. 
We believe this is partly due to a commonly used inefficient 
rotation movement strategy, but regardless, transitions with 
more than 90° top rotations should be used with caution. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Based on device options, input space, and results of the 
formative and controlled studies, we generated a set of de-
sign considerations for functional characteristics and map-
pings for Doppio interaction. Related formative study 
themes and controlled study results noted when applicable. 
Functional Characteristics 
Characteristics are opportunities, affordances, and con-
straints that influence how the input space is used.  

One-Handed - Interaction is performed with the non-watch 
hand, but interesting counter-examples are when the top is 
held by the watch hand or operated by both hands. For ex-
ample, the top may be held with the watch hand so thumb 
touches provide indirect input to the base (theme E6). 

Stability – The magnets create a spring-like resistance fa-
vouring certain positions and orientations in attached con-
figurations. During transitions, the top snaps into most con-
figurations, and manipulations can be reset by snapping 
back to a preferred position and orientation (theme E3). 

Shape - Given the rectangular shapes, Stacked[E] and 
Stacked[W] feel temporary. A wide Adjacent configuration 
is well suited to displaying larger information spaces (E1).  

Touch Constraints - Touch input is not always possible or 
comfortable with the base and top. For example, the base 
face is impossible to touch in Stacked, possible to touch in 
Stacked-Hinge, and easy to touch in some Adjacent and De-
tached configurations. When Adjacent, the top is easiest to 
touch in Adjacent-W or Adjacent-E given arm support (E4). 

Ergonomics - Configurations are not equal in terms of com-
fort and usability (E5). For example, compared to Adjacent-
E, transitioning to Adjacent-W is awkward due to hand-
over-hand action and occlusion. Configurations that orient 
the top away from the user (like Stacked-Hinge-W[N]) 
make the top awkward to view or manipulate. 
Functional Mappings 
Design characteristics create semantic mapping opportuni-
ties, general techniques, and useful qualities. Interaction 
techniques and scenarios encompassing many of these qual-
ities are demonstrated in a following section. 

Multitasking - Stacked-Hinge configurations can be used to 
monitor or switch applications (e.g. in Stacked[N], the top 
shows the time, Stacked-Hinge-E[N] reveals weather app 
on the base, and a tap swaps weather to the top). Relative 
orientation is another way to multi-task (e.g. Stacked[N] 
shows time, Stacked[S] shows fitness app). The controlled 
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study found that 180° top rotations are slower and less pre-
ferred, but this may be due to the type of grasp. 

Extra Information - Fast and unstable Peeks are suited to 
temporarily viewing small bits of information like notifica-
tions or system status. They also increase privacy (e.g. ge-
neric notification icon on top, Peek to view content). Cor-
ner Peeks and Side Peeks can view extra information for 
the current app depending on the amount of information.  

Slide Off for More - When a small bit of content is visible 
in Peek, the top can be slid off the base until it springs into 
an Adjacent configuration to view full information. 

Sharing - When detached, the top can be momentarily given 
to someone else to play a game, or view content (e.g. a pho-
to) (E6). A manipulation (e.g. pivoting) during the transi-
tion from Detached-Near to Detached-Far can indicate 
how much control the user has over the content (e.g. view 
current photo only, view the whole album). Manipulations 
on the base can also remotely control top content. 

Modes - Application modes can be selected according to the 
Adjacent configuration (e.g. weather by city vs weather 
map) and Adjacent Rotations can refine the current mode 
further (show forecast or satellite map). 

Tuning - Discretizing the hinging and/or pivoting rotation 
space can be used to change a viewing mode of an applica-
tion from an Adjacent configuration (e.g. small hinge rota-
tions to toggle a map between streets, satellite, and both). 

Reduced Occlusion - In Adjacent or Detached configura-
tions, touch input on the top can control an interface shown 
on the base eliminating occlusion (E2). For long term sin-
gle-handed navigation, the top can be held in the watch 
hand and used like a thumb-activated touch pad to navigate 
content on the base (e.g. pan and zoom a map). 

Silence and Reset - The Closed configuration can be used to 
silence notifications or if held temporarily, as a way to reset 
an application state (transition from Adjacent to Closed, 
then back to Adjacent to reset fitness activity tracking). 

Private and Public - Hinge configurations have built in af-
fordances to suggest public sharing (e.g. Stacked-Hinge-
N[N]) or private viewing (Closed-Hinge-N[N]) (E7, E8). 

DOPPIO DEVICE PROTOTYPE 
As a full proof-of-concept, we built a high-fidelity hard-
ware prototype with two high resolution touch displays able 
to detect all primary Doppio configurations, transitions, and 
manipulations. Here we provide device technical details, 
and demonstrate the interaction vocabulary in the following 
section. The prototype uses two Sony SWR50 smartwatches 
with factory wristbands removed. Each SWR50 is placed in 
a custom 3D printed housing (8.75 × 6.75 × 2 mm) to form 
the top and base (Figure 8). The prototype is larger and 
thicker than we envision for a real device, but it is effective 
for validating and demonstrating the concept.  

The base housing has four embedded capacitive sensors 
linked via conductive tape to the top face frame and wired 

to an off-board Arduino. The top housing is wrapped in 
conductive tape and has four magnets embedded at the cor-
ners to snap into Stacked and Adjacent configurations. The 
pattern of triggered capacitive sensors enables detection of 
Stacked and Adjacent configurations.  

Each SWR50 has a 1200 MHz processor with a 1.6” 
(320×280px) capacitive touchscreen and orientation and in-
ertial motion sensors. The relative orientation of the top to 
the base for detecting Hinge and Pivot movements is de-
termined using the built-in accelerometer and gyroscope of 
each SWR50. The proximity of the top to the base for De-
tached configurations is measured with the built-in magne-
tometer on the base SWR50 (similar to the method used by 
Abracadabra [16]). 3D position tracking is possible via a 
pair of magnetometers [12], but not currently implemented. 

Each SWR50 runs custom Android Wear software that 
passes sensor state to a server via WiFi. Combined with the 
Arduino’s capacitive state, the server determines the current 
configuration, transition, or manipulation and updates the 
application display on both SWR50s also through WiFi. 

 
Figure 8. High Fidelity Prototype: (a) top stacked; (b) top ro-

tated 90°; (c) top peek off base; (d) top attached to side of base.  

INTERACTION DEMONSTRATIONS 
We explore the characteristics and mappings in the Design 
Considerations section by applying them to specific system 
and application functions using the Doppio device proto-
type (see also the accompanying video).  
Global Functions 
Doppio interactions can be used for global functions like 
managing notifications, system status, and applications. 

Managing Notifications - The transient nature of Peeks and 
the hidden base display in a Stacked configuration are com-
bined to manage notifications. When a notification occurs, 
sliding the top down to Stacked-Peek-S[N] previews notifi-
cation content on the base without altering the top display 
(Figure 9a). Sliding back to Stacked dismisses that notifica-
tion, but sliding back while touching the top display saves 
it. While previewing a notification in a Peek, sliding off the 
base to an Adjacent configuration opens the associated ap-
plication on both displays (Figure 9c). For more privacy, a 
notification preview can transition to a Stacked-Hinge-N[N] 
to shield the base display with top (Figure 9b).  
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Figure 10. Multitasking: (a) foreground app; (b,c) turning to 
switch foreground app; (d) stacked hinge to view background 

apps; (e,f) swap background app to foreground with tap 

 
Figure 11. Launching apps: (a, b) frequent app icons in left 

and right groups; (c) viewing more app icons in group. 

 
Figure 12. Weather app: (a) Stacked shows local conditions; 

(b) Adjacent shows city forecasts; (c) hinging alters map. 
 

Managing System Information and Settings - Instead of us-
ing space on the top display for system information, Corner 
Peeks can easily reveal this information on the base display. 
For example, pivoting the top slightly counter-clockwise 
from Stacked to Stacked-Peek-SW[N] reveals the bottom-
right corner of the base where the battery level can be 
shown. System settings could also be managed in this man-
ner. For example, pivoting Stacked clockwise to Stacked-
Peek-SE[N] could view the number of notifications in the 
bottom-left base corner, but if the same pivoting motion is 
done and the top allowed to immediately spring back this 
could silence notifications (Figure 9d).  

Multitasking - Launching and switching between apps is 
challenging on a smartwatch. Transitioning to different 
Stacked and Stacked-Hinge configurations is a tangible way 
to switch between apps. For example, two foreground apps 
(like weather and fitness) can be mapped to Stacked[N] and 
Stacked[S] so that a half-turn of the top switches between 
them (Figure 10a-c). Alternatively, Hinging the top can ac-
cess background apps like calendar on the base, and the 
background app can be swapped to the top by tapping the 
base display (Figure 10 d-f). One background app can be 
dedicated to full system information and settings, accessed 
with a less preferred Hinge like Stacked-Hinge-S[N]. 

Launching Applications - Apps can be launched by turning 
the top one-quarter turn to Stacked[W] or Stacked[E] to 
view icons for two groups of frequently accessed apps 
(Figure 11a,b). Tapping an icon launches the app. Addi-
tional apps can be viewed and launched by sliding the top 
off the base to an Adjacent-S configuration (Figure 11c).  
Applications 
We designed and built four applications to show how dif-
ferent design characteristics and mappings can be applied.  

Weather - The default view of the weather app shows the 
current temperature at the current location (Figure 12a). A 
top Corner Peek views extra information like the humidity. 

We reserve top Corner Peeks for app information and bot-
tom corners for system information. Additional extra in-
formation is revealed with a Stacked-Peek-E[N] to show an 
hourly breakdown of the weather forecast. Sliding the top to 
Adjacent-S[N] changes the mode to a four-day forecast and 
Adjacent-N[N] changes the mode to a weather forecast of 
four cities (Figure 12b). In this configuration, discrete input 
is provided with a hinge manipulation Adjacent-N[N,hinge] 
to show more cities (Figure 12c). Rotating the top from Ad-
jacent-N[N] to Adjacent-N[E] changes the sub mode to an 
hourly forecast for individual cities.  

Map – The wide shape when Adjacent is ideal for viewing a 
map spanning both displays. Pivoting the top can zoom for 
continuous input while avoiding occlusion. Alternatively, 
panning or pinching touch input can be performed on one 
display leaving an occlusion free view of the map on the 
other (Figure 13a). In situations where a hand is unavailable 
(e.g. carrying a bag), the top can be used one-handed by the 
hand wearing the watch for indirect input (Figure 13b).  

Photos - Handing the top to another person is an example of 
sharing in a photo app. The top can be detached from the 

 
Figure 9. Notifications: (a) preview notification content; (b) 
viewing a notification more privately; (c) opening associated 
notification app using adjacent; (d) disabling notifications. 
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base and shared with others on two levels. The default is 
Locked where the top displays the current photo when the 
top was detached and disables all interaction (Figure 14a). 
Alternatively, if the top touch screen is held while detach-
ing, the top is semi-locked enabling the other person to in-
teract, but only with the photo app (Figure 14b). 

Media Player - Media player control can be accessed with-
out a graphical user interface detracting from media dis-
play. Similar to Xiao et al. [32], video playback can be con-
trolled by physically manipulating the top. For example, 
Stacked-Peek-E[N] and Stacked-Peek-W[N] to seek for-
ward and backward (Figure 15) and Stacked-Peek-N[N] 
and Stacked-Peek-S[N] to increase or decrease volume.  

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We discuss limitations of our work and suggest future re-
search for exploring similar interaction spaces. 

Device Size and Thickness - The size and thickness of Dop-
pio can be further reduced with additional engineering ef-
forts. The smartwatches in our current implementation can 
be replaced by mini touchscreen LCDs with custom de-
signed PCBs and batteries. We believe that with today’s 
technology, it is possible to create a dual-face smartwatch 
similar in size to a regular smartwatch. We also see alterna-
tive design options that can improve the Doppio form fac-
tor. For example, a better battery size strategy can be used. 
The base can have a larger battery than the top, as it needs 
power in smaller periods of time in the detached stage. The 

top can also be powered by the base when attached, allow-
ing it to be made even smaller to reduce size and weight.  

Battery Life - Batteries drain quickly in our current imple-
mentation due to frequent WiFi data communication be-
tween the two watch faces and because both displays are 
always on. Battery capacity can be increased, but  power 
consumption can also be reduced. For example, switching 
to a low-power protocol like Bluetooth LE and automatical-
ly turning off the base when covered by the top.  

Shape of the Watch - While we explore the notion of dual-
screen smartwatches in a rectangular shape, a round watch 
face may provide a unique affordance for new types of in-
teractions. For example, a round face allows users to per-
form a number of unique continuous input methods, such as 
pivoting or rotating the top along the curved edge of the 
base. Future research will investigate different shape op-
tions and interactions enabled by different shapes. 

Alternative Designs - Doppio can further benefit from an 
additional screen on the back face of the top. This may in-
troduce new interactions that are not possible using two 
screens. Future research should focus on exploring new in-
teractions enabled by a double-sided top face, as well as 
methods to overcome the technical and engineering chal-
lenges introduced by an additional screen in a small watch 
form factor. Tethering the top using a string provides poten-
tial for new interactions, warranting further research.  

Evaluation - Doppio warrants careful evaluation in the 
field. For example, understanding usability in real-world 
usage scenarios to identify issues not revealed in our con-
trolled experiment and examining the benefits and limita-
tions of sharing the top in different social settings.  

CONCLUSION 
Our work introduces the concept of a reconfigurable dual-
face smartwatch, designed to address the limited interaction 
space in a small smartwatch form factor. Doppio’s two dis-
play faces, including a detachable top, can form 124 differ-
ent configurations with associated transitions and manipula-
tions. Through an exploratory study, we investigated how 
users could practically utilize the Doppio concept. We also 
conducted a controlled experiment using an instrumented 
prototype to measure the transition time between the differ-
ent configurations. The results of both studies and subjec-
tive preferences provided insight into a set of practical 
characteristics and design considerations to be applied to 
Doppio applications. Finally, to demonstrate the wide varie-
ty of novel Doppio interactions, we built a proof-of-concept 
hardware prototype, demonstrating how Doppio’s interac-
tions can be used for common watch scenarios and applica-
tions. As research in smartwatches and wearable devices 
continues to increase, we believe our work can inspire new 
ideas and designs for the future wearable devices.  
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